Westmount Bests Beaver Rugbyites By 9-6 Margin

Lost Saturday, April 30, the Beaver rugby aggregation dropped a hard-fought contest to the Westmount Rugby Club 9-6, at the Red Hook Stadium in Brooklyn.

Both scores for Tech were racked up by Austin Whittle, who did the trick on a well-placed penalty kick and an equally well-placed field goal, in the second half. Other standouts for the Engineers were Millard Johnson, "Moose" Walquist, and Chuck Henry.

When You Join The "Men Who Measure"

When you leave school as an engineer and join the ranks of the "men who measure," you'll want the most accurate and durable measuring tapes. Lufkin Green Cloth Tapes ARE the most accurate and durable because their roots are deeply buried in the past and protected by multiple platings of metal that shield the tape in the finest climate environments. This non-metallic tape is longest lasting—its color won't run, flake, or in any way hold back—its neat and convenient to use. Green Cloth Tapes are the choice of engineers around the world ever.

Whether you're running a survey, building a bridge or a building, embanking, road building, mining or drilling—whichever task measuring tape is exactly right for the job.

Specify Lufkin when you get out on the job—send today for our free catalog.

When you know your beer ... it's bound to be BUD

Budweiser has been a thirsty spectator's delight as long as baseball can remember. Brewed by the coziest process known, the distinctive taste of Budweiser has won more fans than any other beer in history.

East Campus, Baker Teams Favorites For Softball Title

by Paul Jay Golkin '54

For the past three weeks, forty-odd intramural softball teams have been vying for the right to enter the championship playoffs. Although weather has forced schedule revisions, it appears that the nine league winners will square off against each other within the next two weeks.

Beaver Aggrgation

Baker House 9, upset winner over Graduates House, has been the surprise of the leagues to date. Playing without the services of their regular pitcher, the Baker boys have battered SAM 13-6, Graduate House 14-7, and Student House 16-5 to clinch the League VI Title. The Bakerites boast a powerful hitting lineup led by Chuck Arledge and an excellent infield led by Mike Eminick. Baker is primed to go all the way to the title, and with a little luck, might do just that.

League V has provided the highest scoring contests of the year as Theta Pi and Delta Upsilon have been belting out big scores all season. DU crushed Lambda Chi Alpha 47-6, but have suffered one defeat. Beta, on the other hand, edged Lambda Chi 10-9 but has yet to be beaten. When the two meet this Sunday, you can take your pick for it's winner take all. Lambda Chi and Alpha, due in part to the way, engaged in the highest scoring game of the season when they battled to a 39-33 pair in the Westgate Outdoor League.

Another of last season's playoff participants, Westgate, has all but clinched the league II playoff berth.
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